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class is urged most strongly in an appendix to this Circular, as 
being far more dangerous in the United States, where custom 
exerts no check. Since the danger is equal to the whole Union, 
while the burden of meeting it falls so heavily on certain States, 
it is again strongly urged that a part of the expense should be 
met by national taxation. 

THE writer of the second Circular of Information published 
this year by the United States Bureau of Education trusts that 
the Shorthand Society of London will throw light upon the 
history of their art, as the material is quite inaccessible to the 
American student. Yet his industrious researches there enable 
him, after speaking of the shorthand invented by Cicero's freed
man, and of its revival by Dr. Timothe Bright in Queen 
Elizabeth's time, to append the names and dates of more than 
400 authors of English systems ; a catalogue, 100 pages long, of 
writers and their works on the subject, and I I2 alphabets of 
various dates, from I602 to 1882. He is able also to quote 
thirteen monthly publications in the United States and Canada 
on this subject. It is to be hoped that, in this art as in nature, 
the result will be the survival of the fittest (Mr. J. Pitman's 
system already counts its 81oth thousand of copies issued), and 
one is inclined to wonder whether some full and skilful system 
of denoting sounds might not be worked out, which would 
render unnecessary the more partial working of phonetic 
spelling. 

THE culture of the tea-tree in Transcaucasia, which has been 
recently advocated by Dr. Woeikoff, has already been success
fully carried out on a small scale for several years-as we learn 
from a recent communication of M. Zeidlitz to a Russian news
paper. It was an Englishman, Mr. Marr, who has inhabited 
Transcaucasia since 1822, who brought to a flourishing state 
the Crown garden at Ozurghety, and embellished it with a 
number of lemon, orange, and tea trees, these last numbering 
more than two hunch·ed. After the Crimean war only twenty
five tea-trees were growing in this garden, and according to 
Mr. Marr's advice they were transplanted to a private estate at 
Gora, close to Tchakhataour. Since the estate has changed its 
proprietor, only two tea-trees have remained, but still they con
tinue every year to flower and to give fruit, and M. Zeidlitz is 
sure that if the culture be seriously tried it might be successful 
in the valleys of the Kaura and Rion. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
past week include a Ring-tailed Coati (Nasua 1·ufa ¢) from 
South America, presented by Miss K. M. Battam ; two Pata
gonian Cavies (Dolichotis patachonica) from Patagonia, a Hairy
rumped Agouti (Dasyprocta prymnolopha) from Guiana, a Ring
tailed Coati (A'asua rufa) from South America, two Rufous 
Tinamous (Rhynchotus uifescms) from Brazil, two Tuberculated 
Iguanas (lguanatubercu!ata) from the West Indies, two Huanacos 
(Lama huanaros 0 '() from Bolivia, presented by Mr. Frank 
Parish, C. M. Z. S. ; a Gray Parrot (Psittacus trithacus) from West 
Africa, presented by Mr. E. T. Holloway; a Vulpine Phalanger 
(Phalangista vulpina) from Australia, presented by Mr. H. 
Livermore ; two Smooth Snakes ( Coromlla la:vis), European, 
presented by Mr. W. H. B. Pain ; a Two-streaked Python 
(Python bivittatus), a Reticulated Python (Python •·etimlata), a 
Two-banded Monitor ( Varattus sa/valor), a Fringed Tree Gecko 
(Ptychozoon homa!ocephala), a J a van Porcupine (Hystrix jm1anica) 
from Java, presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, C.M.Z.S.; two 
Mountain Ka-Kas (Nestor notabili·) from New Zealand, a Three
coloured Lory (Lorius tricolor) from New Guinea, a Severe 
Macaw (Ara severa) from Brazil, deposited; ten Common 
Chameleons ( Chamtleon vulgaris) from North Africa, two 
Brazilian Cariamas ( Cariama crista/a) from Brazil, purchased ; 
a Somali Wild Ass (Equus somalicus 0 ) from Somali Land, 
received in exchange. 

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN 
SCHMIDT's VARIABLE-STAR IN VIRGO.-Prof. Schjellerup, 

writing from the Observatory, Copenhagen, on August 9, thus 
expresses himself with reference to a note which appeared in 
this column on his identification of the above object :-"On the 
article that is to be found in NATURE, July 31 last, about this 
star, allow me to make some essential remarks. The author 
entirely misconceives the sense of my note in Sufi. It does not 
at all concern No. I9 Ptol., but only sets out that Lalande 25086 
takes that place where must have been the star which Sftfi saw ; 
and I may yet maintain the correctness of the note. I only ask 
the author to look at Bremicker's map, Hora XIII. ; he will 
find there that Lalande 25086 has just equal distances from Spica 
and from h Virginis (Ptol. I7), and, what is more, that this 
distance is nearly one and a half times the distance between 
Spica and h Virginis, very conformably to Sftfi's remark in the 
text: 'Entre elle (I9) et al-simak (a Virginis) vers le sud-est, 
il y a environ une coudee et demie, et entre elle et Ia I 7• il y a Ia 
meme distance. Avec al-simak et Ia I7e elle forme un triangle 
isoscele, cette etoile etant au sommet.' It is also to be remarked 
that Sufi has before declared the distance between No. I 7 and Spica 
as 'environ une coudee,' that is, nearly 2° 20'. What is here said 
about I9 (Sftfi) does not at all agree with the position of No. I9 
by Ptolemy, which is also pointed out by Sufi himself as follows : 
'La latitude de cette etoile, indiquee dans le livre de Ptolemee, 
se trouve erronee, parce que, au ciel, elle se fait voir autrement 
qu'elle ne tombe sur le globe:•" We are glad to print Prof. 
Schjellerup's explanation of the purport of his note ; it is quite 
possible that others may have interpreted it as we did. 

THE NEw CoMET.-Several orbits for this comet have been 
published in the Astronomische Nachdchten, founded for the 
most part upon the position obtained on the night of discovery, 
July I6, and on M. Trepied's observations on July 23 and 29, 
where there appears to have been at first some doubt as to tl>,e 
comparison-star. The middle observation is not well rcpresent<d 
by any of these parabolic orbits, and Prof. Weiss conjectures that 
there is considerable ellipticity, at the same time remarking that 
a certain general resemblance exists between the elements of the 
present comet and those of the lost short-period comet of De 
Vico, observed in I844, but not found since that year. In the 
uncertainty which seems to have attached t<l the observations at 
Algiers, it would not be safe to speak confidently as to the nature 
of the orbit, though it may be dt:cided in a very short time. 

Prof. Tacchini has kindly communicated the following obser
vation made at the Observatory of the Collegia Romano :-

Rome M.T. Right Ascension Declination 
h. m. s. h. m. s. 0 , " 

August 9, at 8 3I 56 16 5I 20"14 -36 56 25·5 
The comet was very faint, and the observations, by Prof. 

Millosevich, are a little uncertain. 
The best parabola, according to Prof. \V eiss, has the following 

elements:-
Perihelion passage, August 17·5109 G.M.T. 

0 II 

Longitude of perihelion 30I 57 24 f M.Eq. 
, ascending node . . . 35 7 45 5 I I 88

4 
·o 

Inclination . . . 7 2 3 I 
Logarithm of perihelion distance o·147982 

Motion-direct. 
The most reliable elements of De Vico's comet of I844 are 

those given by Br[innow in the Ann Arbor Astronomical Notices. 
BRORSEN's COMET.-From a note of Prof. Krueger's in the 

Astronomische Nadzriclzten, it seems that Dr. Schulze has not 
been able to undertake the calculation of the perturbations of 
this comet since its last appearance in I879, and accordingly the 
rough ephemeris lately given in NATURE is transferred to that 
journal. 

THE FORESTS OF NORTHERN EUROPE 
A VERY recent report has appeared on this subject in the 

shape of a small Blue-Book which deals with the various 
aspects of the forestry question in certain of the more northerly 
States of Europe, such as Germany, Russia, Norway, Sweden, 
Coburg, and Gotha. The Report, which contains matter of 
great interest in many ways, is the outcome of the proposals ?f 
Dr. Lyon, M.P., to rehabilitate the ancient forest system m 
Ireland ; and although the greater part of it deals with the 
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ailministrative and commercial results, in themselves ot great 
value, many facts are elucidated which bear upon the natural 
history of the count ries under discussion. The Duchy of Gotha 
contains a forest area of 32,054 hectares, of which at least 94 
per cent. are massed together in the Thuringian F orest, whil st 
the remainder cover the height above the plains, a t an elevation 
of about 900 metres above the sea. The geological formation of 
these heights is for the most part Lower New R ed interspersed 
with thick veins of porphyry, while that on which the plain 
forests are sitnntcd is limestone. i\t least 85 per cent. of the 
Gotha trees are pine, the remainder consisting of larch, oak, 
maple, ash , hirch, and elm. T he Duchy of Coburg does not 
possess half the forest area of Gotha, there being only 15,718 
hectares altogether, of which 86 per cent. is pine. Considering 
the minuteness of information which is gathered together by 
most of the German Departmental Bureaus, it is surprising how 
difficult it is to obtain statisti cal knowledge on the subject o f 
forests, the reason being thnt each State has its own Department 
of Agriculture, qui te irrespective of the Imperial Administration. 
Prussia, however, seems to have been more awake than the 
others, to the <lesirahility of attempting to cultivate other than 
indigenous trees in the kingdom; and in the Budget for 188o, 
no less than so,ooo marks (z5ool.) was set aside for the purpose. 
The followin g list was made out of new trees, hut as there has 
not been any further mention of their introduction in subsequent 
·Reports, it is uncertain how far the proposal was really carried 
out. The trees were as foll ows :-

N _\ :'>IE 

I)in us r (r;idtl 
J'lut/a ,g.Z:(a ,ztea 

JuJ:lans n-igra 
C.zrya alba 
C. amava 
C. rr:7uatica 
C. fo1Jlentosa 
C. porcina 
(.luercw n tbra 
i'opulus 1/tonilifera 
".f!Jies D ou:;lasiZ 
Pinus p ,•nderosa 
Cupre.<.rtts Lawson iana 

J ttllijJ!'rzt s Vir._f{iniana 
Acer N e;:u!Uio 
A. s'tfclta ·rinus 
d. dasy carpum 
Bdula lenta 
Abies N onlmanniana 
Pinus L aririo 
Picca sitchmsis 

HA IUTAT 

N orth America, eastern portion. 

N orth America, western porcion. 

Caucasus. 
Southern Europe. 
Japan. 

The estimate<! area of forest in European Russia is about 
146,46o,ooo il ess iatines (r dess. = 2·69 or 33 per cent. 
of the total of the country, compared with which Austrin 
has 29 per cent., Germany 26, F rance 19, Italy 18, and Turkey 
14. It is a drawback to Rnssia that her forest s a rc so unevenly 
concentrate<!, at least three-fifths being situated in four Govern· 
ments, leaving hut two-fifths to the other forty -fi ve. As a rul e, 
the further one travels south in Russia the less forest is met with, 
the Gove rnments of Archangel, \Volgoda, Olonetz, and Perm 
possessing 6o per cent., while in those of Pollawa, Bessarabia, 
and the country of the Don Cossacks, there is not more th"n 
4 per cent. 1t is an undoubted fact that Russian timber is on 
the decrease ; and ten years ago M. Aschakow in his evidence 
before a Commission to inquire into the condition of the forests 
In the Ufa, stated that the whole of that part of the country 
was threatened with an r. bsolute want of wood, hundreds of 
thousands of trees being stripped for the sake of the bark anu 
the roots. N aturally the evil does not stop here ; but the cli
mate also shows a comidemble change-the rive rs, such as the 
Bielaia, showing each year a smaller volume of water. Floods 
arc more frequent, property is destroyed to an alarming extent, 
the beds of th e r.ivers silt up, and the navigation becomes annu
ally more and more uncertain. From observations wade at 
Kieff, the winter lasts longer, and the harvests are not so pro
<luctive as of yore ; while D r. Grimm notes that rivers which 
once had a reputation for abundance of fi,h, the banks of the ir 
rivers being well covered with timber, are now as deficient as 
formerly they were rich, and he attributes the change to the 
dearth of insects, whose larva furnish food for the fish. Another 
evil ari sing from the destruction of the forests is the much greater 

liability to hailstorms ; and in this respect the same complaint 
comes from France, Germany, and Switzerland. Indeed, dis· 
tricts that were once wooded, rarely, if ever, suffered from hail· 
storms ; and the converse has been noted that, whe re new trees 
have grown up, the storms have been less and less severe. 

So general has bee n the conviction that this forest destruc
tion is causing serious damage to the country, that a society 
has been formed at Moscow to consider the que,tion, and engi· 
ncers have been sent with a view of ascertaining the height of 
the w " ter in the rivers during the spring, the changes in the 
number and size of the lakes, the changes which have taken 
place in the character of the summer and winter seasons, par· 
ticularly as affecting the vegetation and the growth of plants. J\f. 
Wagner, in an article in the / l·owe Vumya, 1882, considers 
that the systematic forest waste will lay Vvestern Russia open to 
the nction of the sonth·east wind, and thus bring undue dryness 
and contagion from Central Asia ; and according to the latest 
accounts of the advance of the Si berian plague, M. W agner's 
prognostications seem in a fair way of fulfilment. 

The climatic conditions of Russia are such as to allow a great 
variety of trees to flouri sh. If a line be drawn from Orenburg 
towards the west, through the Governments of Samara, Pensa, 
and Tamboff, as fa r as Tula, and thence to Charkoff, Kieff, and 
Volhynia, the deciduous trees will be found to predominate to 
the south, and the coniferous trees to the north. As fa r as 67'' 
N. lat. Pi•ms S) lvestris is the most uni versal tree, being found in 
the south, indeed, only in isolated patches. It extends north
wards as far as 70" N . lat., and eastwards a' far as the P etchora, 
its southern boundary be ing at ", though, passing over the 
steppes, it is again seen in the Caucasus at from 41 to 43°. 
ribies excdm is the next common, being found in Finland as far 
north as 68¥0

, while in the cast the predominating tree is A. 
obo<-•a/.7. A. sibirica extends to 64", and not further south than 
N ijni Novgorod . The larch (Lmix m rofa!o ) is only m et with 
in Poland, though L. sibirica inhabits the Go,·ernment of 
O lonetz, Nijni N ovgoro<l, and the Ural as far as the rive r Sak
mara and is in high repute for ship-building purposes. 
T he cedar us canbra) extends north-east to o, and also 
in the northern part of Orenburg to sr". There are large forests 

·of this pine in Penn and Volgoda, ancl an extensive trade is 
carri ed on in the exportation of cones. As to the deciduous 
trees, t'>e birches (Betula alba, B . ftt bescens, B . <Jer rucosa, B. 
!1-uticosa, and B . nana) arc very general throughout Russia, 
being found on the Petchora in 67° N . lat., as well as in the 
Crimea and the Caucasus. The oaks (Quercus p edunculata) have 
the same range southward, but are not met with on the north 
fnrLher than St. Petershurgh and Southern Finland, and not nt 
all east of the watershed of the U raJ. The variety known as 
Q. pedunculata tanlijlora grows in th e Governments of Kieff, 
Poltava, Charkow, and Voronetz, and is the only oak that 
flourishes in the C rimea. Q. robur ancl the beech (Fag u s .•yl
z,atica ) have their homes in Poland, Podolia, Volhynia, Hess
arabia, the Crimea, and the Caucasns. The aspen (Populus 
t1·et1tula) is found all over the land as far as 66', and is a valuable 
industrial tree, being used in papcr·rnaking. The lime-tree 
also ( Tllia pm vifolia ) is valuable in the hast mann factories and 
fo r making matting , and is found f>·om 64" as far as Volgocla and 
Perm and in the Governments of ]{ostroma, K azan, and Sim· 
brisk. The red beech flourishes at heights varying from I 500 to 
4000 feet above the sea-level, and, wi th the white beech (Car· 
pi1Zus /Jetulu.r), is chiefly found in the south·wcst of the Empire, 
and also in the Caucasus and Crim ea. There arc large forests 
in the neighhourhoad of Kicff and Poltava, entirely composed 
of this tree. The elms (Ulmus U. campest;is, and U. 
.<uberosa ) usually frequent the south , though not in profu sion; 
but the ash ( 1'1-a.xi,tus e.xcelsior) is much more plentiful, and is 
pa rticularly valuable, ns affording sh elter for the Spanish fly, the 
exporting of which is a somewhat extensive inilustry. The 
maples (Acer platanoirles and A. tata1'icum) are tolerably plenti· 
ful in all parts, though not as forest trees. The same may be 
said of the alder (Alnus i1tcana), the willow, wild apple, pear, 
and plum. 

The average annual produce of the Russian forests is about 
6co,ooo,ooo cubic feet, at which rate the yield of a dcssiatine is 
not more than six cubic feet, a poor result when compared with 
other countries, Prussia giving at the rnte of 84 ·7 cubic feet a 
year, Bavaria 13r, and Saxony r65. It is singular, however, 
that where the extent of productive forest in Russia is smaller, 
the yield per dessiatine is greater, th e average of the central 
provinces being 6o cubic feet, and in the south 37, while ia the 
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north it scarcely amounts to 3 cubic feet. Nor is the return 
very satisfactory from a pecuniary point of view, most of the 
Governments being far under one rouble per dessiatine, though 
a few can show better results, those of Moscow, Kursk, 
and Voronetz being rolibles, of Charkow 5§, Tula 6·r6. 
But the general value is not as satisfactory as in other 
countries, Prussia showing an equivalent of roubles, Bavaria 
4l, Saxony ro, and France 9· One of the most useful develop
ments of tree cultivation in' Russia has been the formation of 
plantations along the railway tracks, about 2000 dessiatines 
having been already covered in this way on the Kursk-Charkoff
Azov, the Kozloff-Voronetz-Rostoff, the Orel-Griasi and Fastovo 
lines, the object being of course the protecting of the rails from 
snowdrift. M. Sredinsky, the inventor of this very successful 
system, considers that seven rows of trees are sufficient for this 
purpose, and this calculation one verst would require 33,000 
plants, of wh1ch 9000 must be trees, and the remaining 24 ooo 
shrubs. The trees which he finds best adapted for this purpose 
are elm, ash, oak, white and yellow acacia, maple, white thorn, 
hazel (Corylns ave/lana), wild plum, gleditschia, mulberry, elder 
&c., but along the Sumi Railway in the Government of 
koff, Pinus sylvestris has been planted, and does well. Tree
planting_ has also pro':ed invaluable for fixing the sand plains at 
Aleschkl on the Dmeper, the best for this purpose being Salix 

tinctoria, Ulex europams, P?"Uilus spinosa, and 
mart!tma. When fi rst got possession of the 

Cnmea, the banks of the Dmeper were wooded for at least 
seventy versts ; but, as colonisation extended and population in
creased, the herds and flocks destroyed the roAs of the trees 
an_d thus allowed of these sand plains, which com: 
pnse 139,_ooo . . Of tJ:ese, some 2o,ooo are fairly 
covered with Salix vumnalts. Bn·ch are found on about ro ooo 
dessiatines, while at least 34,000 are of the pure sand. ' 

THE AMERICAN INITIATIVE IN METHODS 
OF DEEP-SEA DREDGING 1 

THE published records respecting the use of dredges for 
natural lustory purposes carry us back to scarcely more 

than a century a quarter ago, when Otho Frederick Muller, 
a promment Damsh naturalist, began his studies of the aquatic 
life inhabiting the coasts of Norway and Denmark below the 
shore-level. The dredge he used, a very simple affair, was, so 
far as we kno':", the first one_ever devised for the special needs 
of naturahst ; and yet, with only a single important modifi
catiOn as to the shape of the frame, it has been handed down to 
our time _as the most efficient appliance for the ordiuary purposes 
of dredgmg. 

As described and figured in I 779, it consisted of a plain 
rectangular iron frame, all four sides of equal length, and 
bevelled to sharp edges m front, formmg the mouthpiece to a 
large and open net. Four handles extended forward from the 
angles, and met in a single ring for the attachment of the drarr
ro_Pe. The princiJ?le_ defect of this dredge consisted in its ve;y 
Wide permittmg the easy escape of specimens both while 
draggmg and during the hauling in. 

Although Muller's researches were confined to shallow water 
not exceeding a depth of thirty fathoms, they esta: 

bltshed a precedent for subsequent operations, and afforded 
proof_of the value of submarine collecting. 

ThiS _new field of explorati?n did not, _however, begin to enlist 
the active of workmg naturahsts to any extent until 

th1rd _or fourt_h of the present century, since 
:WhiCh time the mterest m manne zoolog1cal research has rapidly 
mcreased, and our knowledge of the sea-bot tom has been ex

to the cleepest·kr:own areas. For the first thirty or forty 
the improvement m methods of_ work scarcely kept pace 

With the p_ro!':ress of regardmg the inhabitants of the 
sea ; and 1t IS w1thm the past fifteen years that the methods 
of deep-sea dredgmg have been at all perfected. 

_To Dr. Robert Ball of Dublin, who was afterwards associated 
wnh Prof. Forbes in. his memorable explorations, has 
gene:ally been given the credit of having devised, about r838, 
the for?l of naturalists' dredge, in nearly the same 
shape m which 1t 1s used _to-day. However that may be, it was 
about the last mentiOned that both European and Ameri
can naturalists entered actively into the study of the sea-bottom · 
and the history of their various exploits down to the present 

1 From Soimce. 

time affords an exceedingly interesting chapter, .upon which the
subject of our paper permits us to touch but slightly. 

It may be well to remark, however, that the character and 
results of European, and especially British, exploration are much 
more widely and popularly known than are those of our own 
country. The reason is obvious. The active mercantile pur• 
suits of a young and progressive people have naturally made 
them less appreciative of scientific facts and results than the in
habitants of many older countries, where business interests have 
fewer claims upon all classes. There has been but a slight 
demand for popular writings upon such an unpractical subject, 
and the plodding naturalist has generally been content to record 
his observations and methods where they were accessible only 
to his brother-workers. For this freason American naturalists 
have not received the credit which is their due, either at home 
or abroad ; and much of the honour that justly belongs to them 
has passed into other hands. 

So far as concerns the general public, this is not to be won
dered at, when we consider that the only popular accounts of 
deep-sea dredging explorations obtainable in this country are of 
English origin. But the same excuse does not hold good for the 
working naturalists of any country, including our own ; as the 
progress of American deep-sea research, and the improvements 
in methods for carrying it on, have in nearly all instances been 
duly and promptly recorded in the proper channels to insure 
wide and timely distribution. 

Since the very beginning of activity in this branch of investi
gation, American workers have not been far behind those of any 
European country ; and their record is as creditable. Dredging 
was carried on by the \Vilkes U.S. Exploring Expedition during 
the early part of its cruise, beginning in 1838; and at about this 
same time a few of our most earnest naturalists were using the 
dredge at home. The late Dr. William Stimpson, one of the 
most intelligent observers in this branch, and whose name is 
closely linked with several important explorations, began his 
career in Boston Harbour between r848 and r85o; his first in
structions having been received from Dr. W. 0. Ayres, who 
began dredging fully ten years before. Stimpson's researches 
were largely conducted under Government auspices ; and the 
collection of submarine specimens resulting from his labours, 
distributed over many portions of the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans, was probably one of the very largest of its kind that 
had bee:1 made, up to the time of its unfortunate destruction by 
fire at Chicago, in r87 r. The loss of these collections, aml of 
all the voluminous manuscript reports treating of them, followed 
by the sad death of the author, has deprived our country of a 
most important chapter in the history of submarine exploration. 

The Sixth tlecade of this century, however, brought out many 
additional investigators, and a fresh impetus was given to the 
work, which has since been expanded and developed to such an 
extent as to establish beyond all question American precedence 
in the methods of deep-sea research at least, both as regards 
dredging and sounding. 

From among the more energetic and successful of our modern 
dredgers may be mentioned Prof. A. E. Verri ll of Yale College, 
whose dredging studies began in r864, on the coast of Maine, 
and who, since the organisation of the U. S. Fish Commission, 
has bec_n its main helper and adviser in all matters pertaining to 

research, the special direction of the dredging opera
twns havmg been intrusted to him from the beginning. His 
earlier experiences gave him a clear insight into the requirements 
of th.e new project, and enabled him to devise many valuable 
appliances, and improve upon those which had been in use. To 
his zealous and untiring efforts is due much of the perfection in 
present methods of work. 

In r867 Mr. L F. de Pourtales, of the U.S. Coast Survey, 
began the extensive series of deep-sea explorations off the 
southern coast of the United States, which were carried on for 
several years, and subsequently led to the eventful cruises of the 
steamer Blake between 1877 and z88o, rc.< ultincr in an entire 
revol_ution . in the methods of deep-sea dredging sounding. 
The mv.estigations of Mr. Pourtales anticipated by a year those 
of the lcnglish steamers Lightning and Porcupim, which have 
been so widely described, and were preceded by only one series 
of systematic dredgings in equal depths of water- those of the 
Professors Sars, father and son, of Norway. But little credit for 
this fact has been received from naturalists abroad, the date of 
Mr. Ponrtales' first cruise being generally regarded by them as 
1868, although his first paper, descriptive of the character of his 
work a nd of many new forms of deep-sea animals, appeared in 
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